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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a liquid crystal display device of

high display quality.by assuring a sufficient retention capacitance (Cs)

with a high aperture, while the load on a capacitor wiring (pixel write-in

current) is distributed on time, base for effective reduction.

SOLUTION: A scanning line 102 is formed at a layer different from a gate§

electrode 106, and a capacitor wiring 107 is so arranged as to be parallel

to a signal line 109. Since each pixel is connected to independent ^

capacitor wiring 107 through a dielectrics, fluctuations in the electric

potential of capacitor wiring due to write-in current of adjoining pixel is

avoided and satisfactory display image is obtained.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] On the 1st wiring and said 1st wiring on an insulating front face at said 1st insulator layer and

1st insulator layer top The semi-conductor film, The semiconductor device characterized by having the

3rd insulator layer and the 3rd wiring connected with said semi-conductor film on said 3rd insulator

layer on the gate electrode connected with the 2nd wiring and said 1st wiring on the 2nd insulator layer

and said 2nd insulator layer on said semi-conductor film, and said 2nd wiring and said gate electrode.

[Claim 2] The semiconductor device characterized by said semi-conductor film and said 2nd wiring

lapping through said 2nd insulator layer in claim 1.

[Claim 3] The semiconductor device characterized by forming the retention volume which uses said 2nd

insulator layer as a dielectric in the field with which said 2nd wiring and said semi-conductor film lap

through said 2nd insulator layer in claim 1 or claim 2.

[Claim 4] The semiconductor device characterized by adding the impurity element which gives a

conductivity type to the field which laps with said 2nd wiring through said 2nd insulator layer among said

semi-conductor film in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 3.

[Claim 5] The semiconductor device characterized by having the electrode which touches said semi-

conductor film on said 3rd insulator layer, and a pixel electrode linked to this electrode in claim 1

thru/or any 1 of 4.

[Claim 6] Said 1st wiring is a semiconductor device characterized by being arranged in the direction in

which said 2nd wiring intersects perpendicularly in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 5.

[Claim 7] It is the semiconductor device characterized by being arranged in the direction in which said

3rd wiring and said 1st wiring cross at right angles in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 6.

[Claim 8] It is the semiconductor device characterized by being formed in the layer in which said gate

electrode differs from said 1st wiring in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 7.

[Claim 9] It is the semiconductor device characterized by carrying out patterning of said gate electrode

to the shape of an island in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 8.

[Claim 10] It is the semiconductor device characterized by said 1st wiring being the scanning line in

claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 9.

[Claim 11] It is the semiconductor device characterized by said 2nd wiring being capacity wiring in claim

1 thru/or any 1 of 10.

[Claim 12] It is the semiconductor device characterized by said 3rd wiring being a signal line in claim 1

thru/or any 1 of 1 1

.

[Claim 13] It is the semiconductor device characterized by said 2nd insulator layer being gate dielectric

film in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 12.

[Claim 14] It is the semiconductor device characterized by consisting of film which uses as a principal

component the element chosen from poly-Si, W and WSiX by which the impurity element with which said

gate electrode gives a conductivity type in claim 1 thru/or any 1 of 13 was doped, and aluminum, Ta, Cr

or Mo, or those cascade screens.

[Claim 15] The semiconductor device characterized by having two or more signal lines arranged by

connecting with a signal-line drive circuit and separating predetermined spacing in parallel mutually, two
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or more scanning lines arranged by connecting with a scanning-line drive circuit and separating

predetermined spacing in parallel mutually, and said signal line and capacity wiring arranged at parallel.

[Claim 16] It is the semiconductor device characterized by said signal line and said scanning line

crossing at right angles in claim 1 5.

[Claim 1 7] The semiconductor device characterized by having the pixel electrode connected with the

thin film transistor which has the gate electrode connected to the scanning line which intersects

perpendicularly with said signal line in claim 16, and said transistor.

[Claim 18] It is the semiconductor device characterized by being formed in the layer in which said gate

electrode differs from said scanning line in claim 15 thru/or any 1 of 17.

[Claim 19] It is the semiconductor device characterized by carrying out patterning of said gate electrode

to the shape of an island in claim 15 thru/or any 1 of 18.

[Claim 20] The 1st process which forms the 1st wiring on the substrate which has an insulating front

face, and the 2nd process which forms the 1 st insulator layer on said 1 st wiring, The 3rd process which

forms the semi-conductor film on said 1st wiring, and the 4th process which forms the 2nd insulator

layer on said semi-conductor film, The 5th process which forms the 1st contact hole which performs

alternative etching to said 1st insulator layer and 2nd insulator layer, and reaches said 1st wiring. The

6th process which forms the gate electrode which connects with said 1st wiring through said 1st

contact hole, and laps with said some of semi-conductor film on said 2nd insulator layer, Alternative

etching is performed to the 7th process which forms the 3rd insulator layer on said gate electrode, and

said 2nd insulator layer and 3rd insulator layer. The production approach of the semiconductor device

characterized by having the 8th process which forms the 2nd contact hole which reaches said semi-

conductor film, and the 9th process which forms the 3rd wiring connected with said semi-conductor film

through said 2nd contact hole on said 3rd insulator layer.

[Claim 21] The production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by forming the 2nd

wiring which laps with said some of semi-conductor film according to the same process as said gate

electrode on said 2nd insulator layer in claim 20.

[Claim 22] The production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having the process

which makes thin partially said 2nd insulator layer which laps with said 2nd wiring in claim 20 or claim 21

after the process which forms the 2nd insulator layer on said semi-conductor film.

[Claim 23] It is the production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by said 2nd insulator

layer being gate dielectric film in claim 20 thru/or any 1 of 22.

[Claim 24] It is the production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by said 1st wiring

being the scanning line in claim 20 thru/or any 1 of 23.

[Claim 25] It is the production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by said 2nd wiring

being capacity wiring in claim 20 thru/or any 1 of 24.

[Claim 26] It is the production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by said 3rd wiring

being a signal line in claim 20 thru/or any 1 of 25.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

I.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
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2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The invention in this application relates to the semiconductor device which has

the circuit which consisted of thin film transistors (henceforth TFT), and its production approach. For

example, it is related with the electronic equipment which carried as components the electro-optic

device and such an electro-optic device which are represented by the liquid crystal display panel.

[0002] In addition, a semiconductor device points out the equipment at large which may function by

using a semi-conductor property into this specification, and all of an electro-optic device, a

semiconductor circuit, and electronic equipment are semiconductor devices.

[0003]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, the technique which constitutes a thin film transistor

(TFT) using the semi-conductor thin film (number of thickness - about hundreds of nm) formed on the

substrate which has an insulating front face attracts attention. A thin film transistor is widely applied to

an electron device like IC or an electro-optic device, and development is hurried especially as a

switching element of a liquid crystal display.

[0004] In the liquid crystal display, in order to obtain a high-definition image, a pixel electrode is

arranged in the shape of a matrix, and the active matrix liquid crystal display linked to each of a pixel

electrode using TFT as a switching element attracts attention.

[0005] In order to display good quality, it is necessary to enable it to hold the potential of a video signal

to each pixel electrode connected to TFT in this active matrix liquid crystal display till next writing.

Generally, the potential of a video signal is held by having retention volume (Cs) in a pixel.

[0006] Although various proposals as the structure and its forming method of the above-mentioned

retention volume (Cs) are made, it is desirable to use the gate dielectric film of TFT which is the highest

quality insulator layer among the insulator layers which constitute a pixel as a dielectric of retention

volume (Cs) from the simplicity of a production process and a viewpoint of dependability. In the former,

as shown in drawing 18 , capacity wiring which serves as an up electrode using the same wiring layer as

the scanning line was prepared, and constituting retention volume (Cs) with an up electrode (capacity

wiring) / dielectric layer (gate dielectric film) / lower electrode (semi-conductor film) was performed.

[0007] Moreover, high numerical aperture-ization is called for while giving big retention volume to a pixel

from the field of the display engine performance. When each pixel has a high numerical aperture, the

efficiency for light utilization of a back light improves, and as a result of being able to control the back

light capacity for obtaining predetermined display brightness, power-saving and a miniaturization of a

display can be attained. Moreover, when each pixel is equipped with big retention volume, the indicative-

data maintenance property of each pixel improves, and display quality improves.

[0008] Such a demand has been a big technical problem, when advancing detailed-ization of each display

pixel pitch in accordance with highly-minute-izing (increase of a pixel number) and a miniaturization of a

liquid crystal display.

[0009] In addition, with the conventional pixel configuration mentioned above, there is a problem that

coexistence of a high numerical aperture and big retention volume is difficult.

[0010]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The conventional example which carried out the conventional

pixel configuration in the pixel size of 19.2 micrometer** according to the design rule of Table 1 is

shown in drawing 1

8

.

[0011]
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[0012] It is the conventional description to arrange two (scanning line and capacity wiring) wiring in

parallel on the relation which forms two, the scanning line and capacity wiring, continuously respectively.

For the semi-conductor film and 11, as for a signal line and 13, in drawing 18 , the scanning line and 12

are [ 10 / an electrode and 14 ] capacity wiring. In addition, drawing 18 simplifies the plan of a pixel and

the contact hole which reaches the pixel electrode and electrode 13 linked to an electrode 13 is not

illustrated.

[0013] When it considers as the retention volume configuration by such an up electrode (capacity wiring)

/ dielectric layer (gate dielectric film) / a lower electrode (semi-conductor film), all circuit elements

(Pixel TFT, retention volume, contact hole, etc.) required for the circuitry of a pixel become a gate-

dielectric-film-related thing, and these components that constitute a circuit element are arranged

almost superficially in each pixel.

[0014] In order to obtain both the high numerical aperture of each pixel, and big retention volume from

this in regular pixel size, it is indispensable to arrange a circuit element required for the circuitry of a

pixel efficiently. Since all circuit elements are gate-dielectric-film-related things, this can put in another

way the use effectiveness of gate dielectric film as improving being indispensable.

[0015] It is drawing 1

9

which expressed the flat-surface layout effectiveness in the circuitry of a pixel in

the example of drawing 18 from such a viewpoint. Among drawing 1

9

, in a pixel opening field and 23, a

retention volume field and 24 show area A, and, as for 21, 25 shows [ a simple substance pixel field and

22 ] the part and contact field of TFT.

[0016] It consists of drawing 19 to 2 (58.8% of numerical apertures) 2 a part of 2, TFT, and area area [ of

64.2 micrometers / of 42.2 micrometers ] an area [ of 2 and area A 24 ] of 34.1 micrometers of the

contact field 25 of the retention volume field 23 an area of 216.7 micrometers of the pixel opening field

22.

[0017] It is the isolation region of the scanning line resulting from this area A 24 arranging in parallel the

wiring section and the scanning line which connect mutually the field currently committed as a gate

electrode of TFT, and capacity wiring, and capacity wiring, and the gate dielectric film of area A cannot

give an original function, but has become the cause of reducing layout effectiveness.

[0018] Furthermore, in the case of the above-mentioned structure, there is a problem to which the

demand to capacity wiring resistance becomes severe.

[0019] In the usual liquid crystal display drive, the writing of the potential of a video signal (in the case

of a line sequential drive) is performed to two or more pixels of each connected to each scanning line

continuously (in the case [ Dot order ] of degree drive) in the direction of the scanning iine at

coincidence.

[0020] Under the present circumstances, since two or more pixels from which capacity wiring is

connected to each scanning line on the relation arranged in parallel with the scanning line with the

above-mentioned pixel configuration are connected to common capacity wiring, In order for the opposite

current corresponding to a pixel write-in current to flow to coincidence continuously by two or more
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pixels and to avoid deterioration of the display quality by potential fluctuation of capacity wiring for

corresponding capacity wiring, it is necessary to fully lower capacity wiring resistance.

[0021] However, extending line breadth for the reduction in resistance of capacity wiring resistance had

spoiled the numerical aperture of a pixel, while expanding the area which retention volume occupies.

[0022] This invention offers a liquid crystal display with high display quality by giving a solution to an

above-mentioned problem from a design side, securing sufficient retention volume (Cs), obtaining a high

numerical aperture, and distributing the load (pixel write-in current) of capacity wiring in time to

coincidence, and decreasing effectually.

[0023]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The configuration of invention indicated on these specifications on the

1st wiring and said 1st wiring on an insulating front face The 1st insulator layer, On the semi-conductor

film and said semi-conductor film on said 1st insulator layer at said 2nd insulator layer and 2nd insulator

layer top The 2nd wiring, It is the semiconductor device characterized by having the 3rd insulator layer

and the 3rd wiring connected with said semi-conductor film on said 3rd insulator layer on the gate

electrode linked to said 1st wiring, and said 2nd wiring and said gate electrode.

[0024] Moreover, in the above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by said semi-conductor film

and said 2nd wiring lapping through said 2nd insulator layer.

[0025] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by forming the retention

volume which uses said 2nd insulator layer as a dielectric in the field with which said 2nd wiring and said

semi-conductor film lap through said 2nd insulator layer.

[0026] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by adding the impurity

element which gives a conductivity type (p mold or n mold) to a semi-conductor in the field which laps

with said 2nd wiring through said 2nd insulator layer among said semi-conductor film.

[0027] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by having the electrode

which touches said semi-conductor film on said 3rd insulator layer, and a pixel electrode linked to this

electrode.

[0028] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said 1st wiring is characterized by being

arranged in the direction which intersects perpendicularly with said 2nd wiring.

[0029] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said 1st wiring is characterized by being

arranged in the direction which intersects perpendicularly with said 3rd wiring. Namely, in the pixel

section, said 2nd wiring and said 3rd wiring are arranged in the parallel direction (the direction of Y), and

the 1st wiring is arranged in the direction (the direction of X) which intersects perpendicularly with

these wiring.

[0030] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said gate electrode is characterized by being

formed in a different layer from said 1 st wiring.

[0031] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said gate electrode is characterized by

carrying out patterning to the shape of an island.

[0032] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said 1st wiring is the scanning line. This

scanning line has lapped with said some of semi-conductor film through said 1st insulator layer, and the

duty of the light-shielding film which interrupts the light to the semi-conductor film is achieved.

[0033] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said 2nd wiring is capacity wiring.

[0034] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said 3rd wiring is a signal line.

[0035] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said 2nd insulator layer is gate dielectric film.

[0036] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said gate electrode is characterized by

consisting of film which uses as a principal component the element chosen from poly-Si, W and WSiX by

which the impurity element which gives a conductivity type was doped, and aluminum, Ta, Cr or Mo, or

those cascade screens.

[0037] Moreover, the configuration of other invention is a semiconductor device characterized by having

two or more signal lines arranged by connecting with a signal-line drive circuit and separating
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predetermined spacing in parallel mutually, two or more scanning lines arranged by connecting with a

scanning-line drive circuit and separating predetermined spacing in parallel mutually, and said signal line

and capacity wiring arranged at parallel.

[0038] Moreover, in the above-mentioned configuration, said scanning line is characterized by

intersecting perpendicularly with said signal line.

[0039] Moreover, in the above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by having the pixel electrode

connected with the thin film transistor which has the gate electrode connected to the scanning line

which intersects perpendicularly with said signal line, and said transistor.

[0040] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said gate electrode is characterized by being

formed in a different layer from said scanning line.

[0041] Moreover, in each above-mentioned configuration, said gate electrode is characterized by

carrying out patterning to the shape of an island.

[0042] Moreover, the configuration of invention for realizing the above-mentioned structure The 1 st

process which forms the 1st wiring on the substrate which has an insulating front face, and the 2nd

process which forms the 1st insulator layer on said 1st wiring, The 3rd process which forms the semi-

conductor film on said 1st wiring, and the 4th process which forms the 2nd insulator layer on said semi-

conductor film, The 5th process which forms the 1st contact hole which performs alternative etching to

said 1st insulator layer and 2nd insulator layer, and reaches said 1st wiring, The 6th process which forms

the gate electrode which connects with said 1st wiring through said 1st contact hole, and laps with said

some of semi-conductor film on said 2nd insulator layer, Alternative etching is performed to the 7th

process which forms the 3rd insulator layer on said gate electrode, and said 2nd insulator layer and 3rd

insulator layer. It is the production approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having the

8th process which forms the 2nd contact hole which reaches said semi-conductor film, and the 9th

process which forms the 3rd wiring connected with said semi-conductor film through said 2nd contact

hole on said 3rd insulator layer.

[0043] Moreover, in the above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by forming the 2nd wiring

which laps with said some of semi-conductor film according to the same process as said gate electrode

on said 2nd insulator layer.

[0044] Moreover, in the above-mentioned configuration, it is characterized by having the process which

makes thin partially said 2nd insulator layer which laps with said 2nd wiring after the process which

forms the 2nd insulator layer on said semi-conductor film.

[0045] Moreover, for said 2nd insulator layer, in the above-mentioned configuration, gate dielectric film

and said 1st wiring are [ capacity wiring and said 3rd wiring of the scanning line and said 2nd wiring ]

signal lines.

[0046]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The operation gestalt of the invention in this application is explained

below.

[0047] It is characterized by forming the scanning line in a different layer from a gate electrode in order

to aim at increase of retention volume while this invention raises a numerical aperture. An example of

the pixel configuration of this invention was shown in drawing 1 .

[0048] In drawing 1 , patterning of the gate electrode 106 is carried out to the shape of an island, and it

is connected with the scanning line 102 through contact hole 100c formed in the insulator layer.

Moreover, the semi-conductor film 104 is connected with the signal line 109 through contact hole 100a.

Moreover, the semi-conductor film 104 is connected with the electrode 1 10 through contact hole 100b,

Moreover, the field of the semi-conductor film which touches a signal line 109 or an electrode 1 10 is

called the source field or the drain field. Moreover, the channel formation field is formed between the

source field and the drain field, and the gate electrode 106 exists through gate dielectric film on a

channel formation field. In addition, the source field, the drain field, and the channel formation field are

not illustrated for simplification.
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[0049] Moreover, in this invention, as shown in drawing 1 , when the scanning line 102 is formed in the

lower layer of the gate electrode 106, since the scanning line 102 is formed in the lower layer of the

semi-conductor film 104, it is possible to also make it function as a light-shielding film. Moreover,

retention volume uses a lower electrode as the semi-conductor film, uses a wrap insulator layer as a

dielectric for the semi-conductor film, and forms an up electrode as capacity wiring 107. In addition,

increase of retention volume may be aimed at by thin-film-izing a wrap insulator layer for the semi-

conductor film partially.

[0050] Moreover, according to this configuration, TFT of each pixel can be made into the upper part of a

channel formation field, and the dual gate structure caudad equipped with the gate electrode through

the insulator layer, and it can improve the property of TFT by setting the 1 st insulator layer as suitable

thickness, controlling the parasitic capacitance formed with the scanning line and other wiring.

[0051] Moreover, it is characterized by unlike the former (capacity wiring being parallel to the scanning

line), arranging this invention so that capacity wiring may become a signal line and parallel. Therefore,

although the writing of a video signal is continuously performed to the pixel corresponding to each

scanning line from a drive method, respectively since it connects with the retention volume formed with

independent capacity wiring, each pixel which corresponds in this case can avoid fluctuation of the

capacity wiring potential by the write-in current of a contiguity pixel, and can obtain a good display

image.

[0052] Moreover, although sample hold capacity was prepared in each signal line in order to prevent the

fall of the signal-line potential in each scanning-line write-in period (write-in potential) conventionally

Since it is arranged so that capacity wiring may be parallel to a signal line and may lap in this invention,

and the parasitic capacitance of a signal line increases and the maintenance property of signal-line

potential improves, it becomes unnecessary to prepare sample hold capacity in the circumference

circuit section, and a circumference circuit can be miniaturized compared with the former.

[0053] Moreover, since the military requirement to capacity wiring resistance is eased by the same

reason, when the width of face of selection of the increase of arrangement and size of capacity wiring,

and the design degree of freedom of thickness and a capacity wiring material spreads, the difficulty on a

design and the difficulty on manufacture fall, and it leads also to obtaining the higher manufacture yield.

[0054] Suppose that still more detailed explanation is given about the invention in this application which

becomes with the above configuration as it is also at the example shown below.

[0055]

[Example] The liquid crystal display of a point sequential drive of a projection mold is explained for the

example of this invention for an example below the [example 1].

[0056] The active matrix liquid crystal display using TFT as a switching element has structure which

carried out opposite arrangement of the substrate (TFT substrate) with which the pixel electrode has

been arranged in the shape of a matrix, and the opposite substrate with which the counterelectrode was

formed through the liquid crystal layer. It was controlled by predetermined spacing through the spacer

etc. between both substrates, and the liquid crystal layer is enclosed by using a sealant for the

periphery section of the pixel section.

[0057] Drawing 4 is cross-section structural drawing showing the outline of the liquid crystal display of

this example. In drawing 4 101 the scanning line and 103 for a substrate (TFT substrate) and 102 The

1st insulator layer, 104 gate dielectric film (the 2nd insulator layer) and 106 for the semi-conductor film

and 105 A gate electrode, It is an electrode for connecting with the semi-conductor film through the

electrode with which capacity wiring branched in 107 and 108 branched from the signal line or the signal

line as for the 3rd insulator layer, and 109 and 111, and the contact hole (not shown) where 110 was

formed in the 3rd insulator layer, and connecting TFT and a pixel electrode.

[0058] In addition, into this specification, "electrodes" is some "wiring" and points out the part which

performs electrical installation with other wiring, or the part which intersects a semi-conductor layer.

Therefore, for convenience, although "wiring" and an "electrode" are used properly, "wiring" shall
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always be included in the **** an "electrode" of explanation.

[0059] In addition, in this specification, TFT is defined as the part shown by 101-1 10. Moreover, in 109

and 1 10, it may be the electrode which branched from wiring, or you may be wiring.

[0060] Moreover, the pixel electrode which the light-shielding film from which 112 prevents TFT and the

4th insulator layer of a wrap and 113 prevent the photodegradation of TFT, and 1 14 led the 5th insulator

layer, and 115 led contact hole 100d, and was connected with the electrode 110, and 116 are orientation

film to which orientation of the liquid crystal layer 1 1 7 is carried out.

[0061] Moreover, in drawing 4 , although a counterelectrode 119 and the orientation film 118 were

formed in the opposite substrate 120, a light-shielding film and a color filter may be prepared if needed.

[0062] This substrate (TFT substrate) 101 is equipped with the pixel section 201, and the scanning-line

drive circuit 202 and the signal-line drive circuit 203 formed around it as shown in drawing 2 .

[0063] The scanning-line drive circuit 202 is mainly constituted by the shift register which carries out

the sequential transfer of the scan signal. Moreover, after the signal-line drive circuit 203 samples the

video signal inputted based on a shift register and a shift register output, it is mainly constituted by the

sample hold circuit which holds and drives a signal line.

[0064] Two or more scanning lines 207 which were connected to the pixel section 201 in the scanning-

line drive circuit 202, and have been mutually arranged at the predetermined spacing in parallel (gate

wiring), While two or more signal lines 208 which were connected to the signal-line drive circuit 203, and

have been arranged at the predetermined spacing in parallel cross, are arranged and arrange TFT (not

shown) in each of the crossing location The pixel electrode (not shown) is arranged to each field divided

with the scanning line and a signal line. Each pixel electrode serves as matrix-like arrangement from this

configuration. Moreover, two or more capacity wiring 209 connected to GND (touch-down) or the fixed

potential 206 is formed in parallel with a signal line 208. In addition, in drawing 2 , several are illustrating

a signal line, the scanning line, and capacity wiring for simplification.

[0065] Hereafter, the making process of the semiconductor device shown in drawing 4 is shown simple.

In addition, drawing 3 and drawing 1 are also used for explanation.

[0066] First, the quartz substrate and plastic plate other than a glass substrate can be used for a

substrate 101. When using a glass substrate, you may heat-treat beforehand at temperature lower about

10-20 degrees C than the point [ distortion / glass ]. Moreover, it is good to form the substrate film

which consists of insulator layers, such as silicon oxide film, a silicon nitride film, or an oxidation silicon

nitride film, in the front face which forms TFT of a substrate 101, in order to prevent the impurity

diffusion from a substrate 101.

[0067] Next the electric conduction film is formed on a substrate and the scanning line 102 is formed

by performing patterning. Conductive ingredients, such as WSiX (X=2.0-2.8), and aluminum, Ta, W, Cr, Mo,

and the laminated structure of those can be used. [ poly-Si by which the impurity element which gives a

conductivity type was doped as the scanning line 102, and ] In this example, the scanning line 102 was

formed at the predetermined spacing with the conductive ingredient with the high protection-fronrHight

nature of the laminated structure of WSiX(thickness: 100nm)/poly-Si (thickness: 50nm).

[0068] Next, the 1st insulator layer 103 which covers the scanning line 102 and has about 500nm

thickness is formed. The insulator layer containing the silicon formed by the plasma-CVD method or the

spatter is used for this 1st insulator layer 103. Moreover, what is necessary is just to form this 1st

insulator layer by the organic insulating material ingredient film, the silicon oxide film, the oxidation

silicon nitride film, the silicon nitride film, or the cascade screen that combined these.

[0069] Subsequently, the semi-conductor film with a thickness of 25-80nm (preferably 30-60r.m) is

formed by well-known approaches, such as a plasma-CVD method and a spatter, and patterning is

carried out to a desired configuration. In this example, the amorphous silicon film was formed in

thickness of about 50nm by the plasma-CVD method, and after performing the process of crystallization

by the well-known approach and forming the crystalline substance silicon film (poly-Si), patterning was

performed in the shape of an island. In this example, although the crystalline substance silicon film
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(poly-Si) was used, especially if it is the semi-conductor film, it will not be limited.

[0070] In addition, the "semi-conductor film" has pointed out the single crystal semiconductor film,

crystalline substance semi-conductor film (poly-Si etc.), amorphous semiconductor film (a-Si etc.), or

the microcrystal semi-conductor film into this specification, and compound semiconductor film, such as

silicon germanium film, is also included further.

[0071] Subsequently, the 2nd insulator layer (gate dielectric film) 105 is formed using the insulator layer

containing the silicon formed by the plasma-CVD method or the spatter, or the oxide film formed by

thermal oxidation of semi-conductor film (Si film etc.). This 2nd insulator layer 105 is good also as a

laminated structure which consists of two or more layers which it said if needed were a bilayer or three

layers.

[0072] Subsequently, since TFT which obtains the function of a video-signal write-in switch using the

semi-conductor film of the shape of each island is constituted, the impurity elements (Lynn or boron)

which give n mold or p mold alternatively to the semi-conductor film are added using a well-known

technique, and a low resistance field is further formed with the source field of low resistance, and a

drain field. This low resistance field is some semi-conductor film which adds an impurity element

(typically Lynn or boron) like a drain field, and is formed into low resistance. In addition, especially the

process sequence that adds an impurity element alternatively is not limited, for example, should just be

before the 1st insulator layer formation and gate electrode formation or after gate electrode formation.

In addition, it is good also as a configuration which forms a LDD field and an offset field according to a

circuit. In addition, illustration of each field is omitted for simplification.

[0073] In this way, the channel formation field inserted into the semi-conductor film 104 to the source

field and the drain field is formed.

[0074] Subsequently, 1st contact hole 100c (shown in drawing 3 (b)) which performs alternative etching

to the 1st insulator layer 103 and the 2nd insulator layer 105, and reaches the scanning line 102 is

formed.

[0075] Subsequently, the electric conduction film is formed on the 2nd insulator layer 105, and the gate

electrode 106 and the capacity wiring 107 are formed by performing patterning. The gate electrode 106

and the capacity wiring 107 are formed by about 300nm thickness by conductive ingredients, such as

WSiX (X=2.0-2.8), and aluminum, Ta, W, Cr, Mo, and the laminated structure of those. [ poly-Si by which

the impurity element which gives a conductivity type was doped, and ] Moreover, although the gate

electrode 106 and the capacity wiring 107 may be formed by the monolayer, it is good also as a

laminated structure which consists of two or more layers which it said if needed were a bilayer or three

layers. Under the present circumstances, each gate electrode arranged in the shape of an island is

electrically connected to the scanning line 102 through 1st contact hole 100c formed in the 1st insulator

layer 103 and the 2nd insulator layer 105.

[0076] Moreover, on the channel formation field of each pixel, the island-like gate electrode 106 is

arranged through the 2nd insulator layer 105. Moreover, on a low resistance field, the capacity wiring

107 is arranged through the 2nd insulator layer 105. In addition, the process which thin-film-izes

partially the field of the 2nd insulator layer 105 which laps with the capacity wiring 107 may be added,

and increase of retention volume may be aimed at. Moreover, the capacity wiring 107 is arranged on

each pixel continuation target in the direction of a signal line, and is electrically connected to touch-

down or fixed potential by the pixel outside.

[0077] Subsequently, the 3rd insulator layer 108 of a wrap is formed for the gate electrode 106 and the

capacity wiring 107. The insulator layer containing the silicon formed by the plasma-CVD method or the

spatter is used for this 3rd insulator layer 108. Moreover, what is necessary is just to form this 3rd

insulator layer 108 by the silicon oxide film, the oxidation silicon nitride film, the silicon nitride film, or

the cascade screen that combined these.

[0078] Subsequently, the 2nd contact hole 100a (inside of drawing 3 (a)) and 100b (inside of drawing 3

(b)) which performs alternative etching to the 2nd insulator layer 105 and the 3rd insulator layer 108,
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and reaches the semi-conductor film (a source field or drain field) is formed.

[0079] Subsequently, the film which uses aluminum, W, Ti, and TiN as a principal component, or the

electric conduction film (thickness: 500 micrometers) which has those laminated structures is formed on

the 3rd insulator layer 108, and the electrode 1 10 of the shape of an island for connecting with the pixel

electrode formed in behind with signal lines 109 and 1 1 1 by performing patterning is formed. These signal

lines 109 and 111 are connected with a source field or a drain field through the 2nd contact hole 100a

and 100b which reaches the semi-conductor film. The island-like electrode 110 is similarly connected

with a source field or a drain field through 2nd contact hole 100a which reaches the semi-conductor film.

Moreover, signal lines 109 and 1 1 1 are arranged in the direction parallel to the capacity line 107.

[0080] Moreover, it isolates with a signal line 109 and the island-like electrode 110 is arranged. However,

a signal line 109 and the island-like electrode 110 both are not connected to a source field. Similarly, a

signal line 109 and the island-like electrode 110 both are not connected to a drain field.

[0081] The pixel plan in this phase is equivalent to drawing 1 , outline cross-section structural drawing

cut along with the A-A' dotted line in drawing 1 is equivalent to drawing 3 (a), and outline cross-section

structural drawing cut along with the B-B' dotted line is equivalent to drawing 3 (b).

[0082] Subsequently, the 4th insulator layer 112 of a wrap is formed for a signal line 109 and the island-

like electrode 1 10. What is necessary is just to form this 4th insulator layer 1 12 by the organic insulating

material ingredient film, the silicon oxide film, the oxidation silicon nitride film, the silicon nitride film, or

the cascade screen that combined these.

[0083] Subsequently, patterning is carried out to the configuration of a request of the film which has

high protection-from-light nature, such as Ti, aluminum, W, Cr, or black resin, on the 4th insulator layer

112, and a light-shielding film 1 13 is formed. This light-shielding film 1 13 is arranged in the shape of a

mesh so that it may shade except opening of a pixel.

[0084] In this example, although a light-shielding film 113 serves as floating electrically, when the low

resistance film is chosen as a light-shielding film ingredient, it can also control a light-shielding film by

the outside of a display to the potential of arbitration.

[0085] Subsequently, the 5th insulator layer 1 14 is formed on a light-shielding film 113. What is

necessary is just to form this 5th insulator layer 1 14 by the organic insulating material ingredient film. In

addition, flattening of the front face can be carried out good by forming the 5th insulator layer 114 with

an organic insulating material ingredient. Moreover, since the dielectric constant is generally low,

parasitic capacitance is reduced and an organic resin ingredient can do it. However, since it is

hygroscopic and is not suitable as a protective coat, it is good also as a laminated structure combined

with the silicon oxide film, the oxidation silicon nitride film, the silicon nitride film, etc.

[0086] Subsequently, alternative etching is performed to the 4th insulator layer 1 1 2 and the 5th

insulator layer 114, and 3rd contact hole lOOd which reaches an island-like electrode is formed. In

drawing 4 , the dotted line illustrated 3rd contact hole 100d for convenience.

[0087] Subsequently, transparence conductor film, such as ITO, is formed and the pixel electrode 1 15 is

formed by performing patterning. The pixel electrode 1 15 is connected with the island-like electrode 110

through 3rd contact hole lOOd. Each pixel electrode is arranged, respectively so that pixel opening may

be covered independently.

[0088] In this way, the orientation film 116 which carries out orientation of the liquid crystal layer 117 to

the formed TFT substrate is formed, and after sticking using a well-known eel **** technique with the

opposite substrate 120 with which a counterelectrode 119 and the orientation film 118 were formed, the

liquid crystal cell by which the liquid crystal ingredient was poured in and closed and the liquid crystal

layer was held among both substrates was completed.

[0089] 2 was obtained using the above making processes 236.9-micrometer the area (64.3% of numerical

apertures) of the pixel opening field of 2 and an area of 62.8 micrometers of a retention volume field by

arranging wiring, the semi-conductor film, etc. according to the design rule of Table 2 further.

[0090]
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[0091] It is necessary to establish the field for contact hole 100c which newly connects the gate

electrode 106 and the scanning line 102 in a pixel field in this example. Moreover, in this example, since

the film which shades the channel formation field periphery of the island-like Si film turns into only an

up light-shielding film, it is desirable to consider as the structure equipped with the up light-shielding

film.

[0092] Moreover, since the scanning line 102 functions as a lower light-shielding film to a channel

formation field and its periphery according to this configuration, it is able for the light which carried out

incidence from the liquid crystal layer 1 1 7 to reflect by the lower interface of a TFT substrate, to be

able to prevent carrying out incidence to a channel formation field and its periphery, and generating

optical leak of TFT, and to acquire better display quality.

[0093] [Example 2] This example explains the configuration of the active matrix liquid crystal display

shown in the example 1 using the perspective view of drawing 5 . In addition, the same sign is used for

the example 1 and the corresponding part.

[0094] In drawing 5 , a active-matrix substrate consists of the pixel section formed on the substrate 101,

a scanning-line drive circuit 802, and the signal-line drive circuit 803 and other digital disposal circuits.

The drive circuit which a pixel TFT800 and retention volume 200 are formed in the pixel section, and is

prepared around the pixel section is constituted on the basis of the CMOS circuit.

[0095] Moreover, the capacity wiring 107 is formed in the direction parallel to a signal line 109, and is

functioning as an up electrode of retention volume 200. Moreover, the capacity wiring 107 is connected

to touch-down or fixed potential.

[0096] From the scanning-line drive circuit 802 and the signal-line drive circuit 803, the scanning line

102 and a signal line 109 extended in the pixel section, and have connected with a pixel TFT800,

respectively. Moreover, it uses for the flexible printed wiring board (Flexible Printed CircuitiFPC) 804

having connected with the external input terminal 805, and inputting a picture signal etc. FPC804 is

firmly pasted up with reinforcement resin. And it has connected with each drive circuit with the

connection wiring 806 and 807. Moreover, although not illustrated to the opposite substrate 808, the

light-shielding film and the transparent electrode are prepared.

[0097] [Example 3] The pixel matrix circuit formed by carrying out the invention in this application can

be used for various electro-optic devices (an active matrix liquid crystal display, a active-matrix mold

EL display, active-matrix mold EC display). That is, the invention in this application can be carried out

on all the electronic equipment that incorporated these electro—optic devices as a display.

[0098] As such electronic equipment, a video camera, a digital camera, a projector (a rear mold or front

mold), a head mount display (goggles mold display), car navigation, a personal computer, Personal Digital

Assistants (a mobile computer, a cellular phone, or digital book), etc. are mentioned. Those examples are

shown in drawing 6 and drawing 7 .

[0099] Drawing 6 (A) is a personal computer and consists of a body 2001, the image input section 2002,
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a display 2003. and a keyboard 2004. The invention in this application is applicable to a display 2003.

[0100] Drawing 6 (B) is a video camera and consists of a body 2101, a display 2102, the voice input

section 2103, an actuation switch 2104, a dc-battery 2105, and the television section 2106. The

invention in this application is applicable to a display 2102.

[0101] Drawing 6 (C) is a mobile computer (Mobile computer), and consists of a body 2201, the camera

section 2202, the television section 2203. an actuation switch 2204, and a display 2205. The invention in

this application is applicable to a display 2205.

[0102] Drawing 6 (D) is a goggles mold display, and consists of a body 2301, a display 2302, and the arm

section 2303. This invention is applicable to a display 2302.

[0103] Drawing 6 (E) is a player using the record medium (it is hereafter called a record medium) which

recorded the program, and consists of a body 2401, a display 2402, the loudspeaker section 2403, a

record medium 2404, and an actuation switch 2405. In addition, this equipment can use music

appreciation, movie appreciation, a game, and the Internet, using DVD (Digtial Versatile Disc), CD, etc. as

a record medium. This invention is applicable to a display 2402.

[0104] Drawing 6 (F) is a digital camera and consists of a body 2501, a display 2502, an eye contacting

part 2503, an actuation switch 2504, and the television section (not shown). The invention in this

application is applicable to a display 2502.

[0105] Drawing 7 (A) is a front mold projector, and contains a projection device 2601 and screen 2602

grade. This invention is applicable to the liquid crystal display 2808 which constitutes some projection

devices 2601

.

[0106] Drawing 7 (B) is a rear mold projector, and contains a body 2701, a projection device 2702, a

mirror 2703, and screen 2704 grade. This invention is applicable to the liquid crystal display 2808 which

constitutes some projection devices 2702.

[0107] In addition, drawing 7 (C) is drawing having shown an example of the structure of the projection

devices 2601 and 2702 in drawing 7 (A) and drawing 7 (B). Projection devices 2601 and 2702 consist of

the light source optical system 2801, mirrors 2802, 2804-2806, a dichroic mirror 2803, prism 2807, a

liquid crystal display 2808, a phase contrast plate 2809, and an incident light study system 2810. The

incident light study system 2810 consists of optical system containing a projector lens. Although this

example showed the example of a 3 plate type, it may not be limited especially, for example, may be a

veneer type. Moreover, an operation person may prepare suitably the optical system of an optical lens,

the film which has a polarization function, the film for adjusting phase contrast, IR film, etc., etc. in the

optical path shown by the arrow head in drawing 7 (C).

[0108] Moreover, drawing 7 (D) is drawing having shown an example of the structure of the light source

optical system 2801 in drawing 7 (C). The light source optical system 2801 is constituted from this

example by a reflector 2811, the light source 2812, the lens arrays 2813 and 2814, the polarization

sensing element 2815, and the condenser lens 2816. In addition, the light source optical system shown in

drawing 7 (D) is especially an example, and is not limited. For example, an operation person may prepare

suitably the optical system of an optical lens, the film which has a polarization function, the film which

adjusts phase contrast, IR film, etc. in light source optical system.

[0109] As mentioned above, the applicability of the invention in this application is very wide, and

applying to the electronic equipment of all fields is possible. Moreover, even if the electronic equipment

of this example uses the configuration which consists of combination like an example 1 or example 2

throat, it is realizable.

[01 10] [Example 4] Although the example 1 showed the example of TFT of a single gate, it shows the

example which used TFT of DABURUGETO by this example. However, fundamental structure is the

same.

[01 1 1] First, the electric conduction film is formed on the substrate 401 which has an insulating front

face, and the scanning line 402 is formed by performing patterning. ( Drawing 8 (A)) This scanning line

402 functions also as a protection-from-light layer which protects the barrier layer formed behind from
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light. Here, the laminated structure of the polish recon film (50nm of thickness) and the tungsten silicide

(W-Si) film (lOOnm of thickness) was used as the scanning line 402, using a quartz substrate as a

substrate 401. Moreover, the polish recon film protects the contamination to a substrate from tungsten

silicide.

[01 12] Subsequently, the wrap insulator layers 403a and 403b are formed for the scanning line 402 by

100-1000nm (typically 300-500nm) of thickness. ( Drawing 8 (B)) The laminating of the silicon oxide film

of 280nm of thickness [ film / of 100nm of thickness which used the CVD method here / silicon oxide ]

using the LPCVD method was carried out

[01 13] Subsequently, the amorphous semiconductor film is formed by 10-1 OOnm of thickness, here —
the amorphous silicon film (amorphous silicon film) of 69nm of thickness — LPCVD — it formed using

law. Subsequently, it was made to crystallize using a technique given [ as a technique of crystallizing

this amorphous semiconductor film ] in JP.8-78329.A. A technique given [ this ] in an official report adds

alternatively the metallic element which promotes crystallization to the amorphous silicon film, and

forms the crystalline substance silicon film which spreads with an addition field as the starting point by

heat-treating. Here, heat treatment for crystallization (600 degrees C, 1 2 hours) was performed after

heat treatment for dehydrogenation (450 degrees C, 1 hour), using nickel as a metallic element which

promotes crystallization.

[01 14] Subsequently, gettering of the nickel is carried out from the field made into the barrier layer of

TFT. The field made into the barrier layer of TFT was covered with the mask (silicon oxide film), and it

heat-treated by adding phosphorus (P) on some crystalline substance silicon film (they are 600 degrees

C and 12 hours under nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind).

[0115] Subsequently, after removing a mask, patterning is performed, the unnecessary part of the

crystalline substance silicon film is removed, and the semi-conductor layer 404 is formed. ( Drawing 8

(CD) In addition, the pixel plan after forming the semi-conductor layer 404 is shown in drawing 8 (C2). In

drawing 8 (C2), the sectional view cut by dotted-line A-A' is equivalent to drawing 8 (C1).

[01 1 6] Subsequently, in order to form retention volume, a mask 405 is formed and Lynn is doped in a

part of semi-conductor layer (field made into retention volume) 406. ( Drawing 9 (A))

[01 1 7] Subsequently, after removing a mask 405 and forming a wrap insulator layer for a semi-conductor

layer, the insulator layer on the field 406 which forms a mask 407 and is made into retention volume is

removed. ( Drawing 9 (B))

[0118] Subsequently, it oxidizes thermally by removing a mask 407, and insulator layer (gate dielectric

film) 408a is formed. The thickness of final gate dielectric film was set to 80nm by this thermal oxidation.

In addition, insulator layer 408b thinner than other fields was formed on the field made into retention

volume. ( Drawing 9 (CD) A pixel plan here is shown in drawing 9 (C2). In drawing 9 (C2), the sectional

view cut by dotted-line B-B* is equivalent to drawing 9 (C1). Moreover, the field shown within the chain

line in drawing 9 is a part in which thin insulator layer 408b is formed.

[01 19] Subsequently, the channel dope process which adds the impurity element of p mold or n mold at

low concentration to the channel field of TFT and the becoming field was performed on the whole

surface or a selection target. This channel dope process is a process for controlling a TFT threshold

electrical potential difference. In addition, boron was added by the ion doping method which carried out

plasma excitation without carrying out mass separation of the diboron hexahydride (B-2 H6) here. Of

course, the ion implantation method for performing mass separation may be used.

[0120] Subsequently, a mask 409 is formed on insulator layer 408a and insulator layer 403a, and 403b,

and the contact hole which reaches the scanning line 402 is formed. ( Drawing 10 (A)) And a mask is

removed after formation of a contact hole.

[0121] Subsequently, the electric conduction film is formed, patterning is performed and the gate

electrode 410 and the capacity wiring 41 1 are formed. ( Drawing 1

0

(B)) Here, the laminated structure of

the silicon film (150nm of thickness) with which Lynn was doped, and tungsten silicide (150nm of

thickness) was used. In addition, retention volume uses insulator layer 408b as a dielectric, and consists
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of capacity wiring 41 1 and a part of semi-conductor layer 406.

[0122] Subsequently, Lynn is added to low concentration in self align by using the gate electrode 410

and capacity wiring 411 as a mask. ( Drawing 10 (CD) A pixel plan here is shown in drawing 10 (C2). In

drawing 10 (C2). the sectional view cut by dotted-line C-C is equivalent to drawing 10 (C1). The

concentration of Lynn of the field added by this low concentration adjusts to 1x1016 - 5x1018

atoms/cm3, and a representation target so that it may become 3x1017 - 3x1018 atoms/cm3.

[0123] Subsequently, a mask 412 is formed, Lynn is added to high concentration and the high

concentration impurity range 413 used as a source field or a drain field is formed. ( Drawing 1

1

(A)) It

adjusts so that the concentration of Lynn of this high concentration impurity range may serve as 1x1020

- 1x1021 atoms/cm3 (typically 2x1020 - 5x1020 atoms/cm3). In addition, the field which laps with the

gate electrode 410 among the semi-conductor layers 404 turns into the channel formation field 414, and

the field covered with the mask 412 turns into the low concentration impurity range 415, and functions

as a LDD field. And a mask 412 is removed after addition of an impurity element.

[0124] Subsequently, although not illustrated here, in order to form the p channel mold TFT used for the

drive circuit formed on the same substrate as a pixel, the field which serves as the n channel mold TFT
with a mask is covered, boron is added, and a source field or a drain field is formed.

[0125] Subsequently, after removing a mask 412, the wrap passivation film 416 is formed for the gate

electrode 410 and the capacity wiring 41 1 . Here, the silicon oxide film was formed by 70nm thickness.

Subsequently, the heat treatment process for activating n mold or p mold impurity element added by the

semi-conductor layer by each concentration is performed. Here, 850 degrees C and heat-treatment for

30 minutes were performed.

[0126] Subsequently, the interlayer insulation film 417 which consists of an organic resin ingredient is

formed. Here, the acrylic resin film of 400nm of thickness was used. Subsequently, after forming the

contact hole which reaches a semi-conductor layer, an electrode 418 and source wiring 419 are formed.

In this example, it considered as the cascade screen of the three-tiered structure which continued the

aluminum film which contains [ an electrode 418 and source wiring 419 ] 100nm and Ti for Ti film by

300nm, continued by the spatter in 150nm of Ti film, and was formed. ( Drawing 1

1

(BO) In addition, the

sectional view cut by dotted-line D-D' in drawing 1

1

(B-2) is equivalent to drawing 1

1

(B1).

[0127] Subsequently, after performing a hydrogen treating, the interlayer insulation film 420 which

consists of an acrylic is formed. ( Drawing 1

2

(AD) Subsequently to an interlayer insulation film 420 top

100nm of electric conduction film which has protection-from-light nature is formed, and the protection-

from-light layer 421 is formed. Subsequently, an interlayer insulation film 422 is formed. Subsequently,

an electrode 418 is reached and contact hole formation is carried out. Subsequently, after forming the

100nm transparence electric conduction film (here indium oxide tin (ITO) film), patterning is carried out

and the pixel electrodes 423 and 424 are formed. In drawing 12 (A2), the sectional view cut by dotted-

line E-E* is equivalent to drawing 12 (AO.

[0128] In this way, in the pixel section, securing the area (76.5% of numerical apertures) of a viewing

area (pixel size 26micrometerx26micrometer), the pixel TFT which becomes with the n channel mold

TFT is formed, and sufficient retention volume (51.5fF) can be obtained.

[0129] In addition, this example is an example and it cannot be overemphasized that it is not limited to

the process of this example. For example, the alloy film (typically a Mo-W alloy, a Mo-Ta alloy) which

combined a tantalum (Ta), titanium (Ti), molybdenum (Mo), a tungsten (W), chromium (Cr), the element

chosen from silicon (Si), or said element as each electric conduction film can be used. Moreover, as

each insulator layer, the silicon oxide film, a silicon nitride film, an oxidation silicon nitride film, and

organic resin ingredient film (polyimide, an acrylic, a polyamide, polyimidoamide, BCB (benz-cyclo-

butene), etc.) can be used.

[0130] Moreover, the property of TFT obtained in this way showed the good value. The TFT property

(V-I property) is shown in drawing 1

3

. Since especially the structure of this invention is dual gate

structure, S value shows 105.8 (mV/dec) and the outstanding value. Moreover, by considering as the
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structure of this invention, the threshold (Vth) in a V-I property graph which starts and shows the

electrical-potential-difference value in a point is 0.886V, when it is Vd=0.1V and is 0.946V and Vd=5V,

and it is very as small as 0.06. [ of the difference ] The more this difference is small, the more it can be

said that the short channel effect is suppressed. Moreover, mobility (micro FE) is 220 (cm2/Vs) and the

outstanding thing.

[0131] [Example 5] It is characterized by forming scanning-line 502a in a different layer from a gate

electrode, and forming capacity electrode 502b in the still more nearly same layer as scanning-line 502a

in order to aim at increase of retention volume while this example raises a numerical aperture. An

example of the pixel configuration of this invention was shown in drawing 14 and drawing 15 .

[0132] In addition, outline cross-section structural drawing cut along with the A-A' dotted line in

drawing 14 is equivalent to drawing 1

5

(a), and outline cross-section structural drawing cut along with

the B-B' dotted line is equivalent to drawing 15 (b).

[0133] In drawing 14 , patterning of the gate electrode 506 is carried out to the shape of an island, and it

is connected with scanning-line 502a through contact hole 500c formed in the insulator layer. Moreover,

the semi-conductor film 504 is connected with the signal line 509 through contact hole 500a. Moreover,

the semi-conductor film 504 is connected with the electrode 510 through contact hole 500b. Moreover,

the field of the semi-conductor film which touches a signal line 509 or an electrode 510 is called the

source field or the drain field. Moreover, the channel formation field is formed between the source field

and the drain field, and the gate electrode 506 exists through gate dielectric film on a channel formation

field. In addition, the source field, the drain field, and the channel formation field are not illustrated for

simplification.

[0134] Moreover, in this example, as shown in drawing 14 , when scanning-line 502a is formed in the

lower layer of the gate electrode 506, since scanning-line 502a is prepared in the lower layer of the

semi-conductor film 504, it is possible to also make it function as a light-shielding film. Moreover,

retention volume uses a lower electrode as the semi-conductor film, uses a wrap insulator layer as a

dielectric* for the semi-conductor film, and forms an up electrode as capacity wiring 507. In addition,

increase of retention volume may be aimed at by thin-film-izing a wrap insulator layer for the semi-

conductor film partially.

[0135] Furthermore, the retention volume of this example can form retention volume also for capacity

electrode 502b linked to the capacity wiring 507 by using an insulator layer 503 as a dielectric, as shown

in drawing 1

5

. Therefore, retention volume can be secured efficiently and the contrast of the liquid

crystal display using this pixel structure improves.

[0136] Moreover, according to the configuration of this example, TFT of each pixel can be made into the

upper part of a channel formation field, and the dual gate structure caudad equipped with the gate

electrode through the insulator layer, and it can improve the property of TFT by setting the 1st insulator

layer as suitable thickness, controlling the parasitic capacitance formed with the scanning line and other

wiring.

[0137] Moreover, the production approach of the pixel structure shown by this example is almost the

same as that of an example 1 or an example 4, and omits the explanation here.

[0138] In addition, this example is freely combinable with an example 1 thru/or any 1 of 4.

[0139] [Example 6] When it reduces pixel size, this example aims at increase of retention volume while

raising a numerical aperture. This example is characterized by forming retention volume with a light-

shielding film and a pixel electrode.

[0140] Drawing 16 is cross-section structural drawing showing the outline of the liquid crystal display of

this example. In drawing 16 , 601 is an electrode for the 1st insulator layer and 604 to lead the semi-

conductor film, and for 605 lead gate dielectric film (the 2nd insulator layer) and the contact hole where

capacity wiring and 607 were formed in the 3rd insulator layer, and 608 was formed [ 606b / a gate

electrode and 606c ] in the 3rd insulator layer for gate wiring and 606a, connect the scanning line and

603 to the semi-conductor film 604, and for a substrate (TFT substrate) and 602 connect TFT and the
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pixel electrode 612.

[0141] Moreover, the pixel electrode which the light-shielding film from which 609 prevents TFT and the

4th insulator layer of a wrap and 610 prevent the photodegradation of TFT, and 61 1 led the 5th insulator

layer, and 612 led the contact hole, and was connected with the electrode 608, and 613 are orientation

film to which orientation of the liquid crystal layer 614 is carried out

[0142] Moreover, in drawing 16 , although a counterelectrode 616 and the orientation film 615 were

formed in the opposite substrate 617, a light-shielding film and a color filter may be prepared if needed.

[0143] As shown in drawing 1

6

, the retention volume of this example uses an insulator layer 605 as a

dielectric, and consists of the 1st retention volume formed by capacity wiring 606a and the semi-

conductor film 604, and the 2nd retention volume which used the insulator layer 61 1 as the dielectric

further, and was formed with the light-shielding film 610 and the pixel electrode 612. In addition, the

organic resin film may be used as an insulator layer 611, inorganic insulator layers, such as an oxidation

silicon nitride film and silicon oxide film, may be used, and an operation person should just design the

thickness suitably.

[0144] For example, when pixel size was set to 14micrometerx14micrometer, it was able to consider as

the cross-section structure shown in drawing 16 , and retention volume (100fF extent) sufficient by

designing to a plan as shown in drawing 1717 (B) could be secured, and the numerical aperture was able

to be made into 48.7%.

[0145] In addition, drawing 1

7

(A) was a plan in the phase in which the electrode 608 was formed, and

drawing 1

7

(B) is a plan in the phase which formed the light-shielding film 610 and the pixel electrode

612 further, and it used the same sign for the part corresponding to drawing 16 .

[0146] In addition, this example is freely combinable with an example 1 thru/or any 1 of 5.

[0147]

[Effect of the Invention] By this invention, the field (it is equivalent to the area A in drawing 19 )

currently used in the former as the wiring field in the scanning line, and the scanning line and a capacity

wiring isolation region can be used as retention volume, Moreover, each pixel is as continuous as the

ac(joining pixel by becoming the configuration in which two or more pixels connected to each scanning

line have capacity wiring which became independent respectively. Or also when signal writing is

performed to coincidence, it is not influenced of the write-in current of a contiguity pixel, but further,

since a current load is distributed in time, as for each capacity wiring, the demand to reduction and

capacity wiring resistance is eased for an effective load.

[0148] Therefore, according to the liquid crystal display using this invention, the liquid crystal display

component having the retention volume holding a high numerical aperture and status signal potential

sufficient in each pixel is obtained, and a good display image can be obtained, attaining the

miniaturization of equipment, and power-saving.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use cf this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Brief Description of the Drawings]

Drawing 1] Drawing showing a pixel plan.

Drawing 2] Drawing showing the circuit diagram of a TFT substrate.

Drawing 3] Drawing showing cross-section structural drawing.

Drawing 4] Drawing showing cross-section structural drawing of an active matrix liquid crystal display.

'Drawing 5] Drawing showing the appearance of AM-LCD.

Drawing 6] Drawing showing an example of electronic equipment.

^Drawing 7] Drawing showing an example of electronic equipment.

'Drawing 8] The making process sectional view and plan of the pixel section.

^Drawing 9] The making process sectional view and plan of the pixel section.

^Drawing 10] The making process sectional view and plan of the pixel section.

^Drawing 11] The making process sectional view and plan of the pixel section.

'Drawing 12] The making process sectional view and plan of the pixel section.

'Drawing 13] Drawing showing a TFT property.

'Drawing 14] Drawing showing a pixel plan.

^Drawing 15] Drawing showing cross-section structural drawing.

^Drawing 16] Drawing showing cross-section structural drawing.

'Drawing 17] Drawing showing a pixel plan.

.Drawing 18] The conventional pixel plan.

^Drawing 19] Drawing showing the conventional pixel opening field.

[Translation done.]
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so [0 0 5 0] *S56£lC«fcnii. SH^CDTFT

y-htia«fii^fcya7;uy- hstjitr^ct^T
misfei&Ei^a^affiiiPiciss-rsctiCcto. *

TFT«)1»ttft|Sl±-rftJ:i:*«T**.

[0051] **wtt«6* («ss»Ata<ai&
¥ff) fcftfcO. SaE»*«(i^»t¥fflca6<k5E

3&>6ftj£aa»c»*-r*B*ictta*wic*a«^©»
40 #a**tfT*3n5*t. ^©(SK^r-ssHsgii-en^n

a fc«>i»ssBSRoa*ji*««£ic* -ssfiE^imatos:

[0 0 5 2] VEXa»£Btt*#i&«-»|ii]4>(OB

icttU->^u*-;wH$S*<lfl;it«&nT^/t*t. *fE?q

lc*JUTttS*E»*<ffl^»t¥ffT. fir)fi&««k3
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9

[0 0 5 3 ] H0i;g£l3KJ;9gSE&&ta'M7)iS

#£&AHg*a;*ft5fc*§SESI»E®^lH'7:. R@
©&ftB U £fc£SEi8tm©g#?©<ia<J£

[0 0 5 4] W±ro«tfieT^**8S»^lCOUT. S*T

•5.

[0 0 5 5]

[fUSSA!) [gttffll] J£TF. *56W©^Jg^JS:fi^S!

[0 0 5 6] TFTS^yf>^ ;fiLTffl^57
*T-r?TMJ£?;l!i«Jl**gBtt. gunman k

•J**#KEB;*nfcgfi (TFTS«) 4, *t|6]«a

*^s£s n^«i6]S«i *i«iiif£St LTtt&mm. Lit

m&tt&^x^z. ms'&Nut^—v-mzfrvrmfe

Z 4 -VWiikmZ&ALTU*.
[0 0 5 7] 04 14. #^J60i!roi#S^gB<D8tlil&£

^Tfr®«ii0-C**. 04»C*5(,>T. 1 0 lttStS

(TFTSfi) . 10 2»£m 10 3ttilffig

R. 10 4te¥3l#R. 1 0 5tty-H»«« (*2«
mm). io6«y-hm®. io7ttaaEtt. io
8ttm3»eiiR, io9at;i i ma**.
<MM»S#«a*l£*a. 1 1 0ti&3l&aKC&j£3

C*«Sn. TFT4H»««fc*«tt-r*fc**©«*

[0 0 5 8] ft*S. *«a«+»C*V»T Tttffij 4«.

am. *fctt*a#at3iair*a»f*iBr. se^r.

©4-ts.
[0 0 59] 4*. *TOS*T«. TFT*. 101
~1 1 0T3cUfc8#&&*l/Tlr>«. Sfc. 109&
tfi i oc&ir»Ttt. E&^&ftKSttfcaaTft-sT

[0 0 6 0] 1 1 2ttTFT?&ffi'5SS4«e&R.

1 1 3»iTFT03tjeflsta<a*K. 1 1 4«as»
&R. 1 1 5tt, 3>29 h*-;H 0 0 dSriiUTH
ai i ots^snfcsi^m®. 1 1 6ttaaai 1

7

SrEfiStfaEfaRT**.
[0 0 6 1 ] ifc, H4C«V>Ttt. *tlSjS«l 2 0

fC. ftfifliai 1 9 4. EfiRl 1 8 fcCKItfcftl. £

[0 0 6 2] COSfi(TFTSfi) 1 0 Hi. 02(C^
sn4«toicH^e?2 o i 4. -f-oaaKajsanfta
SE«9ffi«ii5igs 202. ®mmm\m 203 *a*TV>

(6)

[0 0 6 3] £gi©^t!lls]?& 2 0 2 tt. ^iEffi^fcBji*

eai-r* ->7 h uv t.^ ic «t ot^ ic ffifijjanxu 2.

.

h U-;?X*UaKa:*t»TA»«*ft*aBBa€-!J->:/

[0 0 6 4] 3?fgf2 0 1 (ca£«8EBPb[El&2 0 2 fc

io 211 (y-hEH) 2 0 7 4. «#«ffiib[Hl!S2 0 3K

^H2 0 8 &ftf£aisTEB3nT*Q.
*n-*?tt©aBfcTFT (H^LfctO SEBTS4 4
tic *s«S4<i^iS4TKa$n*&fB«icia*«ffi

aai2?H.j?;*tteEB4&*. sfc. gnd <a

«) *^tt@«m&2 o eeaastifcaaosaaa
2 0 9*1. «*»2 0 8 4¥frlCtt»t&nTV»4. %
43. B2lC4H>Ttt. «*ftOfc»«^», jttttt. fi

20 tfgSE&£&#L^0*LTl^.t^.
[0 0 6 5] ktf. H4fcwLfc*a#aB©f^«ie
sransfc^-r. fc*. sw:iiB3&tfBi <bat>«.

[0 0 6 6] *r. SB 1 0 1 Ctt#7*SB©aK.

S£l 0 1 0>TFT£J&j£T5«BI;:. StS

1 0 l*»60^lfi1M£«*|»<fc»K. Hfcy'j3>
R. S<b->U ^ VHtfcJMftBft^'J 3 >Rft4'©*g

so aR^6jfi«TttR«aj$r«4J:V».
[0 0 6 7] #11. S«±K*BR6B&U >\9—Z-

>y*«TC4lCJ:0Baai 0 2fc»BtT*.

10 24UT«. »«ffl*{*4 ,r*^««5c«*«l<-7'
$nfepoly-Si^>WSix(X= 2. 0~2.
8) . A 1. Ta, W. Cr. M

o

&<Dm&mi®Rtf

S ix (RJi : 1 0 0 nm) /poly- Si (RJ9 :

5 o nm) a>aaaifioa^]BXtt6M?a«f£«»«4ic
J:OBf3t©IBIit:3t*ai 0 2*»j«Ufc.

40 [0 0 6 8] #IC. j£**l 0 2SSoT5 0 0 nmg
aoRW4WT*mi«6»Rl 0 com
llfi»Rl0 3tt. 7*7X-VCVDffi. SfcttX/^-y^

ji*T»dEsn*5/»ja>*d€K»»Rtfflv»*. *
ft, ccomijeiiRii. amUMMmit. Kib->Un

>R. SHkg{b->'Ja>R. ^ft->'J3>R. sfcttc

n e. *fi*£*>tffc«aRT»ifc-rn«a
[0 0 6 9]*HT. 2 5~8 Onm (JTSU<«3 0

~6 0nm) (73JI$©^«{*:R*7
,7X-7CVDa-^7
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K«fc9«6^b©Ig£fToT£llSS->'j3>l8i (po 1

y-Si) £J&j£L-fcit. &#lCA*-x>y£J6L
fc. #£ffi0ij-m. iSSflv'Jaxgi (po 1 y-S

[0 0 7 0] fcfc. *Mffl»*lCfe^T. r#^Mjt
tt. aaA*a*a. £Bft¥«#a (po 1 y-S i

s?) . #&n*m&m u-s t«) .

m (s iKH) osRK<br^sn*asftiS4ffl^T«
2*&aa (y-naww losta-ar*. com

2

*6aBil0 5te. &B££i;T=Ha£ir>BHB&ir>-9

[0 0 7 2] *fc»T. *Aa0*B{*a«Blr>T*aB

toTtm (U tiiMOttfSSfflHTS
SOU, Mtt©V-Xll«atf H U-f S&C
e&infi«e«j£-r%. c©fi««aattriM , >aa
£Hafc:flB*5Eff («a«fctt'J 4

snr. aiaaBB&iii. y-haaaa

[0 0 7 3 J ¥3J<*IBSl 0 4i;y-xs«t

[0 0 74] Jfc*»T. lftttMl 0 3&tf|g2*gaBt

mi3>^Jh*-;H00c (03 (b) tit*
Lft) eaa-r«.
[0 0 7 5] *1>T, S2«gj»ai 0 5±C«BB*B

si/^ftESi i o 7 *aar*. y- h«s 1 o e &t*

SftE^l 0 7te. Baffl*<W**««Wcffa*H-
^Sntpoly-SIWSi)! (X=2. 0~2.
8) . Al, Ta, W, Cr. M o«0*«tt4m&0
*O«a«aK«t0 3 0 0

y- h«S 1 0 6 fttf8S£& 1 0 7 tt¥lf TJfc

2«6i&Kl 0 Stcaastifcff 13>*£ h*-;H 0

o c etfLTfcsas i o 2 Kaawfcaar*.

(7)

12

[0 0 7 6] fta«©^r*^»li««±lCttJB
2«e&l8tl 0 5^UTatt©y-Hgl 0 6*<ES
SflS. fi£tfBB±lCtta 2«g^Kl 0 5£:fr

UTSSE^l 0 7*«ffiBSn-5. 0

7£fifc*ig2*&t§igii o soaa^a^ntranflsr

SftEiHi 0 7l2Baa#AlcftBffaan£EBL
aa^-?aanictti6. afcttaaaafcaar*.
[0 0 7 7] y-hasi o 6Rt/$si2iSi

io 0 7Srgoff3«figkKl 0 8=&Jgfi£T*. £0)313*68

K10 8I1 yjX^CVDft, Sfcfi^/fyjr&B-?

»a£n&&'U3>«:*traaB«B»s. :o
a3*gi&B3l 0 8tt. SibvU3>i, Mflsafls^Ua

[0 0 7 8] *lr>T. Sf§2|gliBll 0 5&tfSg3ifgigtR

i o 8»ca««^x->^>y&iSbT¥««=is (v-x
aa. »c^-r5m2 n>^^ h*
-;H00a (S3 (a) <f) . 10 0b (S3 (b)

20 <£) ft»af*.
[0 0 7 9] S&3«6liBll 0 8±{CA 1 , W,

ti, t i Nft±rt»t-r*«. *&i«-n&©«B«
a*Wr*iB«« (RB: 500wm) £»*U /1*

-X>y*J£fCi:IC«kOfi^iBll 0 9. lilt, a
K»a3n*®*Bffia:«aT*fc«>©a#<&a«i 1

osaara. com^$si 0 9. 1 1 itt. *a#a
IdiiTaff 2 3>*£>#-;H 0 0 a. 100b£il
tT7-^««ft4W4Kw >a«t»8rr*. na
ica#4>bbi i ott. *a*aKar*a2 3>^^

30 h*-;H 0 0 aSfiCTV—X««**W4KK>
aataa-rs. «#iisi 09.11 lttaaa
1 0 7 t^fffc^fitea-f*.
[008O] Attwaa 1 1 011, aaa 1 0 9

taaL-TEssn-s. aaai 0 9<ha^<o
aai 1 ot&Wj, v-^aaKaaan*c ttta:

^. i^aic. m#a 1 0 9 ts«oaanoww
Ku-f >aaKaasn«rittftv>.

[0 0 8 1] rO&PgTCOil^±ffi0*t|ai»Cfflab.

40 *<03 (a) iCfflSU B-B' ,«ISlceoT«)»rbfc

aas»tsiaji0^03 (b) iztt^-rz.

[0 0 8 2] *1>T, {f^i© 109 Rl/©#<Daffi 1 1

OSI^S 4*6&BI1 1 2S:JgfiE-r-2). COff4*g8lg
1128. Gmtmmnm, afls->U3>«.
{b->'J3>K. S(b->U3>M. ifc»jcti6*a*^
to-e-fcaaaraa-rntfa^.
[0 0 8 3] ff4*6i&iai 1 2±ICT i . A
i, w, cr, £fcaR&aig*0i5fr>a%tt&8T>a
ftBfaoaac/t^-^^yuTajtai 1 3t»a-r

so coaxal i 3ttHa<oap«^*ajti"*j:
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[0 0 8 4] *|WWC*JV»T. WM \ 1

[0 0 8 5] #UT. jgftRl 1 3±ICg§5Sg»Hl 1

»«T»)«rntfAv». &*. bsimmri i4**r«a

[0 0 8 6] S&4*6&IBIl 1 2 Rtf* 5 KftR
1 1 4fcSiRttftXy^>y*ff3!t^, ftttOBffifcit

-T5^33>^^ h#-;n o 0 d*J§a$-f*. I4T
tt«:e±. B3 3>*£ h#-;Pl 0 OdS&STB*
Ufc. i

A/

* [0 0 8 7)*tvc. i t omoy&wmm&mz&tii

J*T*. HSmffil 1511 8§33>** h*-;H 0

od&iiUTS^omsi i o tsar*. &wmmm

[0 0 8 8] iSLT^fiSUfcTFTgffilC&ll! 1 1

7S:El6]3i*-2>ElS]Rl 1 6€£Bl/. £BO-fcJl4L*

[0 0 8 9] W±©ipftffSli£fflV>- d&l;:S2

•SditCtoT. 2 3 6. 9 um2<DmMfflnffiill<DM

ffl(gaP^6 4. 3%)tffi}#«»<iS^COja«6 2. 8u

[0 0 9 0]

[Sc2]

SIW :mln. §55=5 Bjtwv min. Spaolng=1. 6jlm
MWfcraln. Slie=1. Otlm, min. Sp»cin8=1 . Sum

£*ttfc*—MMfcfl>3>**M»—JU:mln. Siro-1 1/mD
hit— h«a&«>maiBln=1. 0Um •

ji*tt:mln. SJro=1. 6i/m, min. SpaoIng=1. Sum
Q&6ibSmkmaif*9h*l—/V:mln. Sizes 1 UmQ

=1^99*-*—;U£Si»<fc<©mergln=1. 0«n
;Utft*«(y-h«aUtO}|H»min. Spacing-

fi^lt:min. Sixo= T . 5«m. min. Spocing= 1 . 6/zm
JUtB^tttCOman3ln=1. Sum

H*TFT:L=1. 6»m,W=0. 8 m. J>>!fn-f—

h

£Stt:SIMBmln. Slz»=1. 0|im
««l:SW«9aAB/=6lt*Ba«mln. Slie=1. Stf m
g»BZ»:mln. S)»c=2. Oum

1.3dm

[0091] *£tt«T»i. mmmmzmtzizy- hs
«1 0 6 £j££«l 0 2££J£$T£3>**
1 OOcO^tb0!)«»t£Rit«£>Bdt»«. Sfc, *H

[0 0 9 2] Sfc. *«^lCJ:ntf^S«ll 0 2*tft

BB-f-sfefciKsii 1 7a>e,A»Lfcjta<TFTg<s «

[0 0 9 3] (b&h 2 ] *BB«Ttt, £J£fi*J l \zm

LfcTf 7*T h 'J **S!SKIig;r;gg©8tliK£B 5

[0 0 9 4] B5C*SWt7*:r<f 7*-7MJ**S«
«. Sffil 0 i±C»i*anfc. HS&BBt. jgSESSfBIS

0888 0 2 t. fl|#ttBttlaI»8 0 3 t*<Dt&(D®nm so

aiHiB&tT^an*. mmwzimmT f t 8 o o t

IBIfllElSSIiCMO S 0KS:S* t LTWlSS
[0 0 9 5] SfiEiS 1 0 7 ttffl^S 1 0 9 t¥

firft*l^icmt&n, «J$SS2 0 0«±gCmSi:LT
«fBUTt»«. ^Sffi^l 0 7te&Jfe£fcli@Jg

[0 0 96] ^^SgEdlHlSS 8 0 2 fblsIR 8

0 3*»s«. -en-en^ssi o 2te#»i o 9*<b
*gBJC}gat. 1STFT8 0 0(C»ttLTl>«. *
fc. 7l/*y^'J>hE8tt (Flexible Printed C

ircuit:FPC) 8 0 4tfftttA;fctt?8 0 5 CjfML
T^TS»fi#ftt'*XA-r«>«tffl^-&. FPC80
4tt*m«MIICJ:oT5IBfc*»anTt»4. *UT«
^EH 8 0 6, 8 0 7 T-c-n-fnoBnBBirttigtUT

Sfc. »(6jStS8 0 8tC«@^UT^ft^^. ig

[0 0 9 7] HkiM3) *H»9i*^Bl/T^J«$n
fcBBThU^^BBtt«*tt«SUI£*KB (7ff^
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^hiJJXSMf^^yH. 79y-^^h*)9

^stiss^gei: u-oa*>iA/£©?«sis£Ti;:#g

[0 0 9 8] *o&nn?®utVT\i. k?***
y. Xcivx?*- V)7$>£tzli7

tr^.-*. jtffffifttf* ass?

{»j£0 6&tf0 7i;:*-r.

[0099] 06 (A) \tn-vi-)V^y\i^—5'-Qh
9. ##2 0 0 1. ®»A*SP2 0 0 2. Wh^2 0 0

3. *-#-F2 o o 4-ce}^^n*. *IB?g<E£3^
SB2 0 0 3C:jSffiT-2>c:.h#T£5.

[0 100] 06 (B) tee^rt^Ti&C, ##2
10 1. 8^862 1 0 2. §JSA2j£B2 103, &f£X

-f -y^2 1 0 4. A'yx'J-2 1 0 5, S«®2 1 0 6

T«usans. *s^w&«*S52 1 o 2tc®ffl-r?>i

[0 10 1] 06 (C) \t^/U)Va>\^3.-9 (*-
bf;l/3 TftO, **2 20 1. #*7gB2
2 0 2. S«BS2 2 0 3, jSf^X'f -^^2 2 0 4.

S@ 2 2 0 5 Tttfifc^n*. *S^W««^8B 2 2 0 5

[0 10 2] 06 (D) IW-^if^yHT*
0. ##2 3 0 1. S^gB2 3 0 2. 7-A8B2 3 0 3

Tfl|J5£2tt£. *^^«S^S52 3 0 2 KilffiT* C <h

[0 10 3] 06 (E) tt7D£r7A£ie»L/tieSi&

0. ##2 4 0 1. g*ffl$2 4 0 2. Xt:-*gB2 4 0

3. SHS«S#2 4 0 4. v=f-2 4 0 5TffifS$

tU>„ fcfc. C(Og©tite@jK#i:LTDVD (D i g

tial Versatile Disc). CDSft

rr? *^««^SB2 4 0 2lcSfflT«>

[0 10 4] 06 (F) tt^S^kfr^T*?). *#
2 5 0 1. »^SB2 5 0 2. £11862 5 0 3. Sf^^-f

g8W£8*g&2 5 0 2lCj|ffl-r«>Ci^TtS.

[0 1 0 53 07 (A) »±7D>HS7'n^xi7 3'-T
SO. #WgS2 6 0 1. X?'J->2 6 0 2HSS
tr. #B"|lite&9*gB2 6 0 lc9-6B£8$jrfS«cJi3!

2 8 0 8 tcjgffl-rs c £
[0 10 6] 07 (B) tt'jyU^O^x^-Tfc
0. ##2 7 0 1, &Wgfi2 7 0 2. =7-2 7 0

3. Xi"J->2 7 0 4^§tf. *^W«SW«B2

(9)

16

7 0 2 ©-g?£i8E5c-f-5i8tS^gH 2 8 0 8 fcBfflT

[0 10 7] fcfc. 07 (C) «. 07 (A) &Z/07
(B) ffcfctt-S&Wgffl 2 6 0 1 . 2 7 0 2 OlSigtf)

-0D£*Lfc0T<&2>. SWSB2 6 0 1. 2 7 0 2

tt. #25i7fc¥& 2801. 5 7-28 0 2. 2 8 0 4 ~
2 8 0 6. ^?D-f7i''S7-280 3. XUXA2
8 0 7, i8fi«j*gB 2 8 0 8 . 2 8 0 9 , &
Wft¥£2 8 1 0TffilS$n5, fi«ft#&2 8 1 0

io tt. &«U>X£^tfft^*-c*«lfi!c2na. #HSSm

t»oTt.J;K 0 7 (C) *ic*3^T^BiT*

[0 10 8] 0 7 (D) «. 0 7 (C) "Hwfctf

•5ftMft^&2 8 0 l«^jg<D-0iJS:^Ufc0T-*S.

*^JSCilT*fi. XMft^Jh 2 8 0 1 tt, VW99-2
8 11. %i2 8 12. U>X7l"f 2 8 1 3, 2 8 1

20 4. ff%X**?2 8 1 5, m^l'>X2 8 1 6Tfilfi£

$ft*>. ftfc. 0 7 (D) tC*L£7tifif^*«-0»JT

[0 10 9] W±Oj^lC, #®%^©igffl«5Haffi»T

»S. #3iii£flcD^«8§(iSiiSm ^fcte^ifc

30 mri^tfl..
[oi io] (usstfj 4 ] i n->>^y- h»
T F T CD{SJ£ I, it*«***«T»4y7>y- h«T F

[oiii] *r. *e»*ii**-r*s<S4 o 1 ±iw&

0 2e#&T&. (08 (A) ) ClCDj6S£4 0 2tt&

(C^fiJc 3 tl-Sffittl *3t*> 6ft«T ftS3tH 1 1T t>«

•f*. ::TBSffi4 0 1 tUTS^SfiSffl^. £
40 $114 0 2 i 'J -> 'J 3 >m mm 5 0 n m) £9

>#X7>i'VlM H (W-S i ) m (RW1 0 0 n

[0 112] ^Si^4 0 2SS^«6i&R4 0 3

a. 4 0 3bSR15lOO~1 000nm (ttSWKii
300~500nm) TiStS. (0 8 (B) ) Z.Z

T-ftCVDmzm^tzmmi 0 0 nmOifcy'j3>S
tLPCVDfcSrffl^fcRJf 2 8 0 nmcoKlt^'J 3 >

so §s£fflja$-ti-fc.
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i o 1 1 3 j ^>t. #ikn¥m&mzm® 10-10
O nm«t5. 9 nrnfflMSvU
3>R (Tt^r^y'J^^) £LPCVDffi£ffl

tt-Sfiffit LT#llfS¥8-78329^&$8g288©affi£ffl t»

ISKftLT&ll{b£8!j£T5&m^£SftW»Cgslfl]

©fcfe©&$&lS (4 5 Ot:. lB#f$) SSS<b©fc

#©&J!IE1 (6 0 0"C. 1 28fffl) £ftz>tz.

[0 114]#^-C. TFT<DStt^i-r-5H«»^N

sc* (p) ««DDb. f&mm cmmnw&T-e 6 o o

r. 1 2P*M) £fro;fc„

[0 115] v^jsiiSlfti, i\9-->

«ftl4 0 4^^fiE-r^>. (0 8 (CI) ) ¥81

#Jf 4 O4£JBj£Ufc&©iIisSi±®0£0 8 (C2) (Z

^f. 138 (C2) K*lr»T. jSSA-A' TSHSrl-fc

tfBHtfB8 (CI) »C«3T*.
[0116] «»#s**jiE"r»fc». v*?
4 0 5£JBj*LT¥i*fcJB<DHB «S»#«fr4«
«) 4 0 6fc'J>ftK-K>yra. (09 (A) )

[0 117] 7X?4 0 5£R$3cU ¥*S#lf

*B3»MH&»jSLfc«. 7X?4 0 7^MLTff
»««t-r«««4 0 6±<D»»IK«:l$3sT*. (09
(B) )

[0 118] fcHTJ, TT.^4 0 7*RSU &glfb£

fToT*giH8l {f-VVmm 4 0 8 a$ISt5. £
©»»fcCJ:oT«ll»fty- h«6»«<DK»«8 0 n

0m»«MS4 0 8 b*»*L&. (0 9 (CD) £

CT©@OjiS±ffi0£0 9 (C2) 0 9 (C2)

fc*k»T. jjOlB-B' TWWrU/S:IWBi0^B9 (C

1) C«3TS. Sit. 0 9+<OS«lrtT*UfcSi«c

tt. ftMMMM 0 8 bWB£2nTt>«ffi#T&«.
[0 119] *V»T. TFTC^t^iiftSia
p SJSfcte n Sj©3Ftt«5c**«**fc»ftrr*?+
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